What are the major sentencing changes impacting community supervision caseloads?

Definitions: 3ESSB6151=Indeterminate sentencing for certain sex offenses, under Indeterminate Sentencing Review Board. ESSB 5990=eliminated the requirement of community custody for certain low-risk felony property offenders. Also eliminated the requirement for DOC supervision for monetary purposes only. SSB 5256=Eliminated the requirement of community custody for certain low-risk misdemeanor offenders.
The community supervision process

**Intake**
- Assignment of case to community corrections officer within 5 days of receiving information
- Intake completed within 30 days of case assignment
- Baseline UA taken for offenders subject to UA testing

Offender Intake process includes:
- Review all available information
- Perform risk assessment
- Mutually agree to reporting requirements and conditions
- Baseline offender behavioral indicators
- Determine programming needs based on individual needs
- Begin referral process, as needed
- Determine payment schedule for legal financial obligations

**Case Management**
- Home visit conducted within 10 days of assumed supervision
- Supervision of the offender

Case management includes:
- Meet with the offender (e.g., field office, offender home, and place of employment) to confirm offender compliance with supervision requirements and conditions
- Create/Review individualized plan
- Maintain contacts with family and community
- Re-verify housing; conduct home visits (ongoing)
- Confirm employment, treatment, community service, legal financial obligation payments, and housing
- Taking appropriate actions based on behavior and compliance

**Violation of Conditions of Supervision**
- Offender alleged non-compliance
  - Use stipulated agreements to correct behavior
  - Violation must be addressed within 14 days of CCO becoming aware of the alleged violation
- Offender admits to violation or found guilty through hearings process
  - Sanction imposed
  - Any confinement time tolls the length of supervision time

Discharge